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2nd Annual SFRC Spring
Celebration
Groundwater Quality
Conference

Awards & Announcements
Marty Main to lead Sea Grant
Extension, IFAS natural
resources Extension programs
Nan-Yao Su chosen as one of
98 founding fellows of the
National Academy of Inventors
Ann McElwain named

New Year, New Purpose
By the time you read this, we will be either over the financial cliff
or just barely hanging on.
I think that most of us mark each New Year with a modicum of
optimism and a conscious or subconscious resolution to be or do
better than last year. This year, mine is an aspiration for myself
and my fellow humans that can be summarized in Rodney King’s
simplistic plea, “Can we all get along?”

UF estuarine ecologist
Brian Silliman featured on
NBC Nightly News.
Watch Video>>

Articles
Cryopreservation Studies

I’m not sure why, but somehow King’s appeal has become an
existential question, along with other “big questions” such as
“What is the meaning of life?,” “What is my true nature?” and
“What does the dryer do with my socks?”
These are the questions that strip away surface meaning and
attempt to get to the core of what it means to be a human being.
For instance, if being an athlete is what gives life meaning, what
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UF researcher explores
plant preservation method
that could help endangered
species.
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UF/IFAS CALS international
students recognized at awards
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Five University of Florida
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fellows

does life mean when it’s no longer feasible to be athlete?
So without sounding too ponderous, does a pervasive inability to
get along suggest that tolerance, cooperation and the absence of
malice — the core elements of getting along — are no longer
prized as meaningful purposes? If so, I dread to think what’s
taking their place.

Read Article>>

Manatee Population

Happy New Year!
-Jack

Features
Grapefruit/Drug Interactions
The quest to develop a grapefruit hybrid that
will not interact with medication has taken a
step forward.
Read more...

UF/IFAS study: Though
manatee population has
grown, low diversity still a
risk.
Read Article>>

Western Flower Thrips

Florida Panther
Wildlife managers imported eight female
Texas pumas in hopes they would mate with
native Florida panthers.
Read more...

Push-pull approach could
keep Western flower thrips
off peppers, UF/IFAS
researchers say.
Read Article>>

Plants in Space
Plant growth is not as dependent on gravity
as previously thought.
Read more...

Leaf Beetle

Oyster Recovery Project
Apalachicola-area oystermen and
community leaders received a progress
report from UF scientists.
Read more...

UF/IFAS study shows
invasive leaf beetle could
threaten cole crops in cold
climates. Read Article>>

Citrus Greening

Join the Conversation on Facebook and Twitter.
UF/IFAS Solutions

EDIS – Florida Cooperative Extension
Publications

UF College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
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UF/IFAS researchers
publish genome of
bacterium closely related
to causal agent of citrus
greening. Read Paper>>
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